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“The New View”
Safety I

Safety II

The work environment is can be specified, and is
predictable and controllable. Safety is a static,
linear phenomenon which can be produced by
mechanistic changes in policy and procedure.

Safety is co-created by workers who are adapting
daily to a work environment that is complex, nonlinear, and unpredictable.
(Hollnagel, Dekker, Cook, etc. )

Safety = reduced number of adverse events

Safety= ability to succeed under varying conditions

Therefore: Focus on what goes wrong

Therefore: Focus on what goes right and normal
performance success

Dominant paradigm

Intuitively appealing, but not yet widely adopted by
practicing managers and organizations:

We’ve been at this for 10 years but have not
achieved the operational impact we want. We
need help with that.
(Richard Cook, Resilience Learning Lab, 2012)
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Why We Did the Study
To address two kinds of business problems:
1.

Consistently high rate of
musculoskeletal injuries (MSI’s) among
tree planters in the silviculture industry.

2.

Augment prior approach to reducing
MSI’s (individual worker posture,
nutrition, hydration, and off-season
weight training and worker
characteristics such as vigilance) with a
resilient system view.

Second Curve Systems
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Announcement of the Study on the
WSCA website, June 2012

Silviculture Workers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Assess site, select seedlings and plant trees
using manual planting tools in reforestation
areas
Operate power thinning saw to thin and space
trees in reforestation areas
Operate chain saw to thin young forest stands
Control weeds and undergrowth in regenerating
forest stands using manual tools and chemicals
Complete firefighting reports and maintain
firefighting equipment
Dig trenches, cut trees, pump water on burning
areas to fight forest fires under direction of fire
suppression officer or forestry technician
Operate and maintain a skidder, bulldozer or
other prime mover to pull a variety of
scarification or site preparation equipment over
areas to be regenerated
Perform other silviculture duties such as
collecting seed cones, pruning trees, assisting in
planting surveys and marking trees for
subsequent operations.
Source: Statistics Canada National Occupational
Classification (NOC) 2011

Starting Questions
• What factors influence MSI’s?
• How is it that many workers don’t get
injured?
• How can we prevent/reduce MSI’s?

Research Design Framework

Conceptual Framework

Goals

•Second Curve Systems Methodology
•Resilience Engineering
•Participatory Action Research
•Appreciative Inquiry
•Action science

•What factors influence the MSI rate?
• How is it that many workers don’t get injured?
•How can we prevent/reduce MSI’s?

Research Questions

•What factors do participants report as affecting MSI’s?
•What practices are reported as preventing or mitigating MSI’s?

Methods

•Semi-structured interviews
•Share goals of the study, ask their views, ask for examples of
what they notice and what‘s working
•Small strategic sample (13)
–Diverse in level of experience, role, thoughtful,
articulate
–From companies viewed as progressive
•Analyze narrative for stories, themes, trends; patterns of
beliefs, feelings, practices

Validity
•Threats: small sample, self-report data
•Response:
•Cross-interview comparison of reported practices
•Rich description of practices
•Member-checks to test emerging findings with a
sample of participants
•Treat findings as hypotheses that need to be
tested with action experiments in Phase II

Conceptual Framework
Concept

Source

Summary

Second Curve Systems
Methodology

Bigda-Peyton, Sawyer,
and Merry (2003present)

Theory and method of realizing high reliabilty, high performing, world-class
organizational and sector-wide safety learning systems in high consequence
industries, such as healthcare delivery, aviation, forestry, financial, nuclear, rail,
chemical.

Resilience Engineering

Erik Hollnagel,
Christopher P. Nemeth,
Sidney Dekker (2008)

Failures and successes are two different outcomes of the same underlying process - how people and organizations cope with complex, underspecified and therefore
partly unpredictable work environments. Safety can no longer be ensured by
constraining performance and eliminating risks. Instead, it is necessary to actively
manage how people and organizations adjust what they do to meet the current
conditions of the workplace, by trading off efficiency and thoroughness and by making
sacrificing decisions. A goal is to increase the ability of the organization to Respond,
Monitor, Anticipate, and Learn.

Participatory Action
Research

Kemmis & McTaggart, in
Strategies of Qualitative
Inquiry, Denzin and
Lincoln (eds), 2008.

Shared ownership of research projects
Community-based analysis of social problems
An orientation to community action

Action Science

Argyris & Schon (1978)
Argyris, Putnam, Smith
(1985)

Theory of Action
Espoused Theory
Theory in Use
The study of practice in organizational settings as a source of new understandings
and improved practice.

Appreciative Inquiry

Cooperrider and
Srivastva (1987)

"Appreciative inquiry refers to a research perspective that is uniquely intended for
discovering, understanding, and fostering innovations in social-organizational
arrangements and processes. Its purpose is to contribute to the generative-theoretical
aims of social science and to use such knowledge to promote egalitarian dialogue
leading to social system effectiveness and integrity.”
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Operationalizing Safety II: Toward Resilient System Design

Focus on what
goes wrong
because we know
how things work
1930

1980

THEORY OF ACTION
Focus and appreciate
the barely noticeable
traits of everyday safe
and productive work
Learn how the system
THEORY OF ERROR
adjusts to sustain
Analyze accidents and performance under
system failure
expected and
Avoid unacceptable risk unexpected conditions
with rules compliance

Today

Sources: Resilience-in-Action,
cf. Hollnagel and Dekker,
Argyris and Schon
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Data Collection
Method
Data Collection
Method

Telephone interviews: 30-75 mins.

When

April – June 2012

Roles

Industry-wide perspective (3):
•CEO, Western Silviculture Contractors’ Assn.
•Safety Director, BC Forest Safety Council
•Author, Eating Dirt, which combines the author’s reflections on
her 19 year career as a tree planter and the industry
Field (10):
•6 planters
•3 supervisors
•1 senior manager
•Note: ALL interviewees had planting experience

Companies

Zanzibar, Brinkman,
Second Curve Systems
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Data Analysis
•
•
•
•

Team meetings to plan and debrief interviews.
Detailed notes during interviews.
Discussed themes and patterns that struck us.
Listened for these in subsequent interviews, and
explored them with some interviewees to test.
• Identified factors reported as affecting MSI’s and
promising practices.
• Member checks – tested findings and interpretations
by sharing results with participants and stakeholders
and seeking their commentss.
Second Curve Systems
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MSI’s: the System of Factors Reported in
Interviews
Customer /Supplier
Practices: Forester,
Nursery
Industry Practices
Individual strategies

Education (coaching,
mentoring, training)

Crew management
practices

(piece-rate pay system,,
other incentives, soft touch
planting vs. screefing)

Company Culture:
Sustainability or
Extraction

Safety management
system

Trends Reported: Understanding the Culture
More
visible

Environment
Mid-90s: Galvanizing event of worker deaths
2003-04:public disgust; 50 workers/yr. killed
2012: Rogue contractors treat workers as slaves
Increasing scrutiny

Industry/Sector
•70s: Drop outs, draft dodgers, hedonistic, artists
•Establish work camps in remote areas
•Piecework compensation model
•Establish Safe Silviculture Project
•Strategic Advisory Committee
•HR Working Group

Contractors

Organization
Wide variation by contractor from progressive to
exploitive

Crew
Managers

Behaviors
B
Individual Beliefs
•“Founded on truancy,” don’t trust authority, don’t
work for “the man”
•Fiercely competitive
•Aspire to be a “High Baller”

Planters
Less
visible

Industry Assumptions
•Draw from Aboriginal Tribal camp tradition
•Fiercely competitive
•Individual Hero model
•70s/80s: “Any idiot can do this, therefore training is
not needed”
•High performance is born, not made
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Summary of Findings
Planters need to:
·
Use economy of motion (no wasted effort)
·
Look ahead to the field in front of them
·
Condition, treat themselves, and be treated as if they were professional
athletes
Crew Resource Managers (Supervisor, Foreman, Safety) need to:
·
Follow the 3-part model: Safety, Quality, Production
·
Promote just-in-time (action) learning
·
See themselves as coach-mentor-guide
Contractors need to:
·
Implement a Return to Work program
·
Create a culture of safety
·
Create both formal and informal incentives that support skillful planting
and supervising

Second Curve Systems
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Reactions to the study so far
• Resounding receptivity
from the industry
• Validation of
recommended action
experiments to impact
leverage points
• Recognition of the
value of, yet some
puzzlement with, the
appreciative, iterative,
collaborative approach
of PAR

Leverage Points for Change in the System
Customer /Supplier
Practices: Forester,
Nursery
Industry Practices
Individual
strategies

Education
(coaching,
mentoring,
training)

Crew management
practices

(pay system, other
incentives, soft touch
planting vs. screefing)
Company Culture:
Sustainability or
Extraction

Safety management
system

Leverage Points-1
Source

Leverage Point

Foresters

Contract requirements: screefing vs. “soft touch” planting

Nurseries

Watering trees: overwatering increases the weight of boxes to 50
lbs. vs. 30 lbs. Multiply that by 50 boxes!

Industry Practices

Pay: Piece rate-pay
Standards: Exacting perfection not seen in other industries
Orientation: Extraction vs. concern with sustainability of eco-system

Company Culture

Culture of Safety ; Return to Work program vs. Production Culture
Mentoring/Coaching culture with formal and informal incentives that
support skillful planting vs. “Sink or Swim’ culture

Safety Management
System

Careful monitoring of “tweaks” and signs of illness; requiring time
off with paid Return to Work program vs. Production driving decision
making

Second Curve Systems
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Leverage points-2
Source

Leverage Point

Crew Management
Practices

Focus on Safety, Quality, Production in that order
Promote just-in-time (action) learning
See yourself as coach-mentor-guide
Use Return to Work program: “Before I had 2-3 people out for 2
weeks. This year, I only 2 people out for 2 days.”

Education
(coaching,
mentoring, training)

“We’re teaching movement:
Step 1 is matching, learn through osmosis: ‘Watch me; then you
plant, I observe.’
Step 2 is doing a bag-up together. We plant together; get a pace
going.
Step 3 is getting a dialogue going: ‘This side, no grass, easy to plant.’
‘High on this ground; good growth in spring.’ Ask, ‘Can I show you a
couple of things?’ or ‘Would you like feedback?’ (Show proper shovel
movement). Or, ‘I just noticed you do this; wonder if you’ve tried this?’
Or, ‘Watch what this person is doing. See? No slamming.’
Teach how to see, ‘You need to fix it; did you see what I saw?’
Be open to critique, ‘If there’s anything I can do differently, tell me.’ “
Second Curve Systems
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Leverage points-3
Source

Leverage Point

Individual
Strategies

1. Use economy of motion (smooth, effortless, no wasted effort): “His
shovel glides over the ground. He looks like he’s dancing. He sees
the spot, puts in the tree; effortless.”
2. Learn to see-- 2-3 trees ahead; deeper into the soil to learn where the
good spots are: “In the field, you make a dozen different decisions every
minute.”
3. Work around obstacles instead of over and through them.
4. Condition, treat themselves, and be treated as professional athletes: “He
stops between runs; sits down and rests; then goes again.”
5. Be open to learning: “Older planters are jaded; they generally know
what they’re doing. But they can learn, too. I had a long handled
shovel for a long time; people would scoff at it. One day two older
planters teased me and said, ‘You’re planting on a slant; why do
you need it?’ I grabbed one of their short handled shovels and tried
it. It was an ‘aha’ moment and I changed shovels.”

Second Curve Systems
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Proposed PAR Project: 2013 Planting Season
Now - February:
Prepare &
Build
Momentum 

March- June: Small Tests
of Change & Transfer
Momentum 

July- October:
Debrief,
Disseminate, &
Maintain Momentum

Problem 1: Early Wins
Make a breakthrough in reducing
MSIs, fatalities, and serious injuries

Foresters: smart
contract
requirements

Testing contract requirements,
e.g. screefing vs. “soft touch”
planting; use of fertilizer or not

Debrief/ review lessons
learned for broader
application

Problem 2: Processes and Procedures
Develop HR strategy for attraction,
recruitment, and retention, including
career pathing and creating a culture
of coaching and mentoring.

Nurseries: smart
watering of trees

Test benefits of lighter boxes (30
lbs. vs. 50 lbs.)

Problem 3: Wider System Issues
Creating the future for the industry
(scenario planning, growth strategy,
and implementation).

Smart Industry
Practices

Pay: Piece rate-pay
(assess pros and cons; test
options)/ assess short-term gain
vs. long-term sustainability

Second Curve Systems

Review results to date,
widen visibility, develop
next cycle tests for 2014
planting season
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Creating the Future: Vision and
Scenario Planning
5-10 year vision:
• Substantial reduction in MSI rates
• Dramatic reduction in fatalities and
serious injuries
• Widening and accelerating adoption of
best practices (to 60-90% of all
contractors)
• Practices and processes reinforce
informal, on-the-job learning
• Robust and sustainable career paths
• Working partnership with Worksafe BC
and BC Forest Safety Council
• Aligned incentives for safe production
and industry sustainability (including a
shift from piecework to a compensation
design and strategy that is aligned with
industry vision and goals)
• A culture of resilience, collaboration, and
commitment
• A sustainable industry

Second Curve Systems
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Project Implications
1.

Characteristics of taking an inside
view of normal work; a glimpse of a
way of doing that from the view of
actors in the system; “boots on the
ground.”

2.

Taking the lead from the actors

3.

Emerging prototype: what does a
well-performing microsystem look
like?

Toward a Cross-Sector Safety Learning Lab

Establish a Learning Lab to deliver the
High Risk Strategy which involves the
most dangerous sectors of the British
Columbia economy: forestry, health
care, construction, manufacturing, and
transportation.
Source: Worksafe BC Strategic Plan
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The Cross-Sector Safety Learning Lab would apply new thinking that is
emerging to handle 21st Century business and safety issues.

Operationalizing Safety II - forming
a community of practice
• Invitation to participate
• Use PAR elsewhere
• Test other approaches to Resilience-inAction

